Abstract-This paper focuses on the equilibria and their regions of attraction for continuous-time nonlinear dynamical systems. The classical Poincaré-Hopf Theorem from differential topology is used to derive a result on a sufficient condition on the Jacobian for the existence of a unique equilibrium for the system, which is in fact locally exponentially stable. We show how to apply this result to the deterministic SIS networked model, and a nonlinear Lotka-Volterra system. We apply the result further to establish an impossibility conclusion for a class of distributed feedback controllers whose goal is to drive the SIS network to the zero equilibrium. Specifically, we show that if the uncontrolled system has a unique nonzero equilibrium (a diseased steady-state), then the controlled system also has a unique nonzero equilibrium. Applying results from monotone dynamical systems theory, we further show that both the uncontrolled and controlled system will converge to their nonzero equilibrium from all nonzero initial conditions exponentially fast. A counterpart sufficient condition for the existence of a unique equilibrium for a nonlinear discrete-time dynamical system is also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
M ANY dynamical processes in the natural sciences can be studied as continuous-time systems of the forṁ
where f ∈ R n is a nonlinear vector-valued function, x = [x 1 , . . . , x n ] and f is suitably smooth. While often the variables arising in the natural sciences can assume positive and negative values, sometimes (as in the examples in this paper) each entry x i will represent a proportion or a quantity of some biological, chemical, or physical variable. Thus, it is assumed that for all i = 1, . . . , n, x i (0) ≥ 0 and Eq. (1) is such that x i (t) ≥ 0 , ∀t ≥ 0. In the course of conducting analysis on the dynamical properties of such models, it is often of interest to characterise the equilibria of Eq. (1), including the number, stability properties and associated regions of attraction. Given the problem context, there is usually (but not always) an equilibrium at x = 0 n , where 0 n is the ndimensional vector of all zeros, reflecting the situation where the biological, chemical, or physical process being modelled has ceased completely, and we call it the trivial equilibrium. There is obviously interest in determining whether there exist non-trivial equilibria of Eq. (1), and if so, how many. One particular focus may be to determine what conditions on f (·) ensure that Eq. (1) has a unique non-trivial equilibrium (if in fact any such conditions exist).
Suppose that one has an intuition perhaps obtained from extensive simulations that the particular Eq. (1) system of interest has a unique non-trivial equilibrium, call it x * . Then, one common way to prove the existence and uniqueness of x * is by analysing and performing algebraic calculations using the form specific to the particular f (·) of interest, perhaps with uniqueness obtained by way of a proof by contradiction. If f (·) is highly nonlinear, or n is large (e.g. Eq. (1) is modelling a complex networked system), a proof of the uniqueness of x * reliant on the algebraic form of the specific f may be extremely complicated.
Moreover, one may wish to modify some Eq. (1) system by introducing additional nonlinearities, and obtain a new systemẋ =f (x). For example, one may insert a feedback control u(x) to drive the closed-loop systemẋ = f (x) + u(x) to some control objective. Alternatively, f (·) may have been obtained by making idealised assumptions of the process being modelled, and one wishes to relax or change these assumptions to better reflect the real world, resulting in a new system. Suppose also that one were interested in determining whetheṙ x =f (x) had a unique non-trivial equilibrium, call itx * . A logical approach would be to use the proof of uniqueness of the non-trivial equilibrium x * for Eq. (1), and then adapt the analysis to fit the algebraic form off (·). However, proofs relying heavily on algebraic analysis of the specific f (·) may not be general enough to guarantee successful adaptation for a large range of differentf (x) obtained from modifying f (x).
Motivated by the above observations, this paper seeks to identify sufficient conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium for a general Eq. (1) system, with as few calculations involving the specific functional form of f (·) as possible. The result we obtain places no restrictions on the signs of the entries of the equilibrium x * , though our example applications will focus on systems in the natural sciences with a unique non-trivial equilibrium in the positive orthant of R n . Once the existence of a unique equilibrium has been
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established, Lyapunov or other dynamical systems theory tools (as will be the case in this paper) can then be used to identify regions of convergence.
A. Contributions of This Paper
There are several contributions of this paper, which we now detail. First, we use the classical Poincaré-Hopf Theorem [1] from differential topology to derive a sufficient condition that simultaneously establishes the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium for a general nonlinear system Eq. (1) , and that the equilibrium is locally exponentially stable. No conclusions are drawn on the existence or nonexistence of limit cycles or chaotic behaviour, though additional tools described later in the paper can establish such conclusions. Some existing works have used the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem to count equilibria, but typically focus on a specific system of interest within a specific applications domain (including sometimes static as opposed to dynamical systems) [2] - [10] . Among these works, some focus in particular on establishing the uniqueness of an equilibrium [5] - [10] . In contrast, we derive a condition for general nonlinear systems. One can consider the condition we obtain to be a specialisation of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem.
Key to our approach is to check whether the Jacobian of f (·) in Eq. (1) at every possible equilibrium is stable, and no a priori knowledge is needed that an equilibrium even exists. While computation of the Jacobian does require some knowledge of the algebraic form of f (·), we have found that in applying our approach to established models of biological systems, the level of complex calculations based on the specific algebraic form of f (·) is significantly reduced.
We then show how to use the proposed approach to analyse the deterministic Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible (SIS) network model for an epidemic spreading process. It is well known that there is a necessary and sufficient condition for the SIS model to have a unique non-trivial equilibrium (which corresponds to the disease being present in the network) in addition to the trivial equilibrium (which corresponds to the healthy network state) [11] - [15] . In fact, the unique non-trivial equilibrium is asymptotically stable for all feasible nonzero initial conditions. We show how the existence and uniqueness of this non-trivial equilibrium can be easily established using our aforementioned specialisation of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem; the analysis is greatly simplified compared with existing methods [11] - [15] relying on heavy algebraic manipulations.
Next, we investigate a large class of distributed feedback controllers for the SIS network model, with the objective of globally stabilising the controlled SIS network to the trivial (healthy) equilibrium. We focus on the case in which the uncontrolled network system has a unique non-trivial equilibrium. Using the approach developed from the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem, we prove that the controlled system has a unique endemic equilibrium, which is locally exponentially stable. In other words, it is impossible for the considered distributed controllers to globally stabilise the healthy equilibrium. We then appeal to, and extend, results from monotone systems theory [16] , [17] to prove that the unique endemic equilibrium is in fact asymptotically stable for all feasible nonzero initial conditions, thus ruling out limit cycles and chaotic behaviour. (The background and newly developed material on monotone systems is actually separated, appearing in Appendix A.) Our analysis significantly extends a special case studied in [18] .
We also apply the specialisation of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem to generalised nonlinear Lotka-Volterra systems first studied in [19] , which are popular for modelling the interaction of populations of biological species [20] . We use the Poincaré-Hopf approach to relax the sufficient condition of [19] for ensuring the existence of a unique non-trivial equilibrium (and establish that it is locally exponentially stable). Limit cycles and chaotic behaviour, arising in many Lotka-Volterra systems, are not ruled out. Then, we impose the same sufficient condition as in [19] and recover the same global convergence result but with a simplified argument.
Naturally, one may also wish to consider nonlinear discretetime systems x(k) = G(x(k)), k = 0, 1, . . .. It turns out that there is a counterpart condition for establishing existence and uniqueness of the nontrivial equilibrium, which was first reported in [21] , and is established using the Lefschetz-Hopf Theorem [22] . Moreover, [21] applies the discrete-time result to the DeGroot-Friedkin model [23] , [24] , which captures the dynamics of individuals' self-confidences during the discussion of a sequence of topics. In this paper, we recall the discrete-time result of [21] , and compare it against the result we derived for Eq. (1).
A preliminary version of this paper has been submitted to the 21st IFAC World Congress [25] , covering only the impossibility and convergence result for feedback control of the SIS network model, and brief remarks on the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem. This paper provides more material on the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem specialisation and its motivations, development of monotone systems theory, comparison of this paper's approach against existing algebraic-based analysis methods for the SIS model, and details of a proof omitted from [25] . Also new are the results on generalised Lotka-Volterra systems, and discussion of the discrete-time counterpart.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we provide relevant mathematical notation and preliminaries, and an explicit motivating example with the network SIS model. Section III introduces concepts from differential topology, including the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem, and we give a specialisation of the theorem for application to general nonlinear systems. This specialisation is applied to the network SIS model in Section IV, and nonlinear Lotka-Volterra models in Section V. The discrete-time result is covered in Section VI, and conclusions are given in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Notation
To begin, we establish some mathematical notation. The ncolumn vector of all ones and zeros is given by 1 n and 0 n , respectively. The n × n identity and n × m zero matrices are given by I n and 0 n×m , respectively. For a vector a and matrix A, we denote the i th entry of a and (i, j) th entry of A as a i and a ij , respectively. For any two vectors a, b ∈ R n , we write a ≥ b and a > b if a i ≥ b i and a i > b i , respectively, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. A real matrix A ∈ R n×m is said to be nonnegative or positive if A ≥ 0 n×m or A > 0 n×m , respectively.
For a real square matrix M with spectrum σ(M ), we use ρ(M ) = max {|λ| : λ ∈ σ(M )} and s(M ) = max {Re(λ) : λ ∈ σ(M )} to denote the spectral radius of M and the largest real part among the eigenvalues of M , respectively. A matrix M is said to be Hurwitz if s(M ) < 0.
The Euclidean norm is · , and the m − 1-dimensional sphere embedded in R m is denoted by S m−1 . For a set M with boundary, we denote the boundary as ∂M, and the interior Int(M) M \ ∂M. We define the set
and denote by R n ≥0 = {x ∈ R n : x i ≥ 0 , ∀ i = 1, . . . , n} and
. . , n} the positive orthant and the interior of the positive orthant, respectively.
B. Graph Theory
For a directed graph G = (V, E, A), we denote V = {1, . . . , n} as the set of vertices (or nodes). The set of directed edges is given by E ⊆ V ×V and the edge e ij = (v i , v j ) is said to be incoming with respect to v j and outgoing with respect to v i . The matrix A is defined such that e ij = (v i , v j ) ∈ E if and only if a ji = 0. We will sometimes write "the matrix A associated with G", or write G[A] to denote the graph G defined by A. We define the neighbour set of v i as N i {v j : e ji ∈ E}. A directed path is a sequence of edges of the form (v p1 , v p2 ), (v p2 , v p3 ), ..., where v pi ∈ V are distinct and e pipi+1 ∈ E. A graph G[A] is strongly connected if and only if there is a path from every node to every other node, which is equivalent to A being irreducible [26] .
C. A Motivating Example: The Network SIS Model
To more explicitly motivate the application of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem, we introduce the network SusceptibleInfected-Susceptible (SIS) model [11] , which is a fundamental model in the deterministic epidemic modelling literature. To remain concise, we do not discuss the modelling derivations for which details are found in e.g. [11] , [27] .
This SIS model has at least two popular contexts under which it is studied; modelling a disease spreading on (i) a metapopulation network, by which is meant an interconnected network of populations and (ii) a network of interconnected individuals. For brevity, we describe only the metapopulation context. Each individual resides in a population of large and constant size. For some disease of interest, it is assumed that each individual is either Infected (I) with some disease, or is Susceptible (S) but not infected, and the individual can transition between the two states. There is a network of such populations (forming a metapopulation), and this network is captured by a directed graph G = (V, E, B) with n ≥ 2 nodes, where each node represents a population. Associated with node i ∈ V is the real variable x i (t) ∈ [0, 1], which in the metapopulation context represents the proportion of population i that is Infected (and thus 1 − x i (t) represents the proportion of population i that is Susceptible). The SIS dynamics for x i (t) are given bẏ
where d i > 0 is called the recovery rate of node i, and for a node j that is a neighbour of node i, i.e. j ∈ N i , b ij > 0 is called the infection rate from node j to node i.
with
being diagonal matrices. The matrix B ≥ 0 n×n is associated with the graph G. One can prove that if x(0) ∈ Ξ n , then x(t) ∈ Ξ n for all t ≥ 0. Under the intuitively reasonable assumption that x(0) ∈ Ξ n , the dynamics in Eq. (3) are well defined and x(t) retains its important physical meaning for all t ≥ 0. We therefore consider Ξ n as the set of feasible initial conditions for the SIS model in Eq. (3).
Obviously, x = 0 n is an equilibrium of Eq. (3), and we call this the healthy (or trivial) equilibrium. Any other equilibria x * ∈ Ξ n \ 0 n is said to be an endemic equilibrium, as the disease persists in at least one node. The following result completely characterises the number of equilibria and the limiting behaviour of the SIS network model. [12] ). Consider the system Eq. (3), and suppose that G[B] is strongly connected. Then the following hold 1) If s(−D+B) ≤ 0, then x = 0 n is the unique equilibrium of Eq. (3), and lim t→∞ x(t) = 0 n for all x(0) ∈ Ξ n . 2) If s(−D+B) > 0, then in addition to the equilibrium x = 0 n , there is a unique endemic equilibrium x * ∈ Int(Ξ n ). Moreover, lim t→∞ x(t) = x * for all x(0) ∈ Ξ n \ 0 n .
A key conclusion of Theorem 1 is that there is an endemic equilibrium if and only if s(−D + B) > 0, and then in fact there is a unique endemic equilibrium, x * ∈ Int(Ξ n ). Convergence to x * can then be proved by construction of a Lyapunov function which depends on the uniqueness of x * . In other words, proving the uniqueness of x * is a key step in characterising the convergence of Eq. (3) when s(−D + B) > 0.
Over the past years, there have been various approaches for proving the uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium x * when s(−D + B) > 0, see e.g. [11] , [12] , [14] . It is notable that common among the existing approaches is use of complicated algebraic manipulations based on the specific form of the equation dynamics in Eq. (2) . In Section IV, we will illustrate the proposed approach of this paper, which relies on the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem, and then compare our approach with one existing approach that relies heavily on algebraic manipulations of Eq. (3). We will also show that our method can much more easily extend the analysis to include feedback control compared with the existing approaches.
III. APPLICATION OF THE POINCARÉ-HOPF THEOREM
FOR A CLASS OF NONLINEAR SYSTEMS In this section, we use the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem to establish a sufficient condition for a general nonlinear system to have a unique equilibrium, and that equilibrium is in fact locally exponentially stable.
A. Differential Topology
To begin, we introduce some definitions and concepts from differential topology, and then recall the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem. In order to keep the paper focused on applications to existing models, we do not provide extensive details on differential topology, for which the interested reader is referred to classical texts such as [1] , [28] .
Consider a smooth map f : X → Y , where X and Y are manifolds. Then, associated with f at a point x ∈ X is a linear derivative mapping df x : T x X → T f (x) Y , where T x X and T f (x) Y are the tangent space of X at x ∈ X and Y at y = f (x) ∈ Y , respectively. If the manifold X locally at x looks like R m , then df x is simply the Jacobian of f evaluated at x in the local coordinate basis. Suppose that X and Y are of the same dimension. A point x ∈ X is called a regular point if df x is nonsingular, and a point y ∈ Y is called a regular value if f −1 (y) contains only regular points. Suppose further that X and Y are manifolds of the same dimension without boundary, and let X be compact and Y connected. The (Brouwer) degree of f at a regular value y ∈ Y is given by [1] deg(f, y) =
Here, det(df x ) is the determinant of df x , and sign det(df x ) = ±1 is simply the sign of the determinant of df x (note that y being a regular value implies df x is nonsingular). One can also observe that sign det(df x ) is +1 or −1 according as df x preserves or reverses orientation. Remarkably, deg(f, y) is independent of the choice of regular value y [1, Theorem A, pg. 28], and we can thus write the left hand side of Eq. (4) simply as deg(f ).
A point x ∈ X is said to be a zero of f if f (x) = 0, and we say that a zero x is isolated if there exists an open ball around x which contains no other zeros. A zero x with nonsingular df x is said to be nondegenerate, and nonsingularity of df x is a sufficient condition for x to be isolated. For an isolated zero x of f , pick a closed ball D centred at x such that x is the only zero of f in D. The index of x, denoted ind x (f ), is defined to be the degree of the map
If x is a nondegenerate zero, then deg(u) = sign det(df x ) [1, Lemma 4, pg. 37]. Last, for a topological space X, we introduce the Euler characteristic χ(X) [1] , [28] , an integer number associated 1 with X. A key property is that distortion or bending of X (specifically a homotopy) leaves the number invariant. Euler characteristics are known for a great many topological spaces. 1 While the Euler characteristic can be extended to noncompact X, this paper will only consider the Euler characteristic for compact X.
While variations of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem exist, with subtle differences, we now state one which will be sufficient for our purposes.
Theorem 2 (The Poincaré-Hopf Theorem [1] ). Consider a smooth vector field f on a compact m-dimensional manifold M, i.e. a smooth map f : M → T M. If M has a boundary ∂M, then f must point outwards at every point on ∂M. Suppose that every zero x i ∈ M is nondegenerate. Then,
where χ(M) is the Euler characteristic of M.
B. Uniqueness of Equilibrium for General Nonlinear Systems
A specialisation of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem will now be presented. In Sections IV and V, we will apply this specialisation to different established dynamical models.
We focus on the system Eq. (1) on contractible manifolds. A manifold M is contractible if, roughly speaking, it can be continuously deformed and shrunk into a single point. More precisely speaking, M is homotopy equivalent to a single point. Any compact and convex subset of R n is contractible, e.g. Ξ n as defined in Section II-A. A contractible manifold M has Euler characteristic χ(M) = 1.
Theorem 3. Consider the autonomous systeṁ
where f is smooth, and x ∈ R n . Suppose that M ⊂ R n is an m-dimensional compact, contractible, and smooth manifold with boundary ∂M, such that f points inward to M at every point on ∂M. If dfx is Hurwitz for everyx ∈ M satisfying f (x) = 0, then Eq. (6) has a unique equilibrium x * ∈ Int(M). Moreover, x * is locally exponentially stable.
Remark 1.
Note that the wording chosen in the second to last sentence of the theorem statement is deliberate. For general nonlinear f , it may not even be easy to establish the existence of an equilibriumx ∈ M, let alone whether x is unique. Nonetheless, one does not require knowing the existence or otherwise ofx to evaluate df x . Then, one can obtain an expression for dfx (and perhaps determine whether it is Hurwitz) by leveraging the equality f (x) = 0, even if existence of such ax has not been established.
Proof. The bulk of the proof focuses on establishing the properties of Eq. (6) which will allow the existence and uniqueness of the equilibrium x * to be immediately concluded from application of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem, viz. Theorem 2.
First, we remark that one can considerẋ = f (x) as a system in the (not necessarily positive invariant) set M, or f as a smooth vector field on the manifold M, and conceptually we are discussing the same thing. Second, we note thatx is a zero of f if and only ifx is a zero of −f . In other words, the possibly empty set of zeros of f and −f are the same (at this stage, we have not established the existence of any zerō x ∈ M). For convenience, we shall denote g = −f as the negative vector field of f , i.e. at any point x, f (x) and g(x) point in the opposite direction.
For any square matrix A the product of its eigenvalues is equal to det(A). Suppose that dfx is Hurwitz for somex ∈ M. Then, all eigenvalues of dgx = −dfx have positive real part, and one has det(dgx) > 0. For anyx ∈ M satisfying f (x) = 0 and dfx is Hurwitz, we therefore have sign det(dgx) = +1, and dgx is orientation preserving.
We are now ready to apply the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem (Theorem 2) to the vector field g = −f on the manifold M. We know that ifx is a zero of g (and if it exists), then it is nondegenerate by hypothesis and thus sign det(dgx) = ±1. Now, the hypothesis that f points inwards at every x ∈ ∂M is equivalent to having the vector field g point outwards at every x ∈ ∂M. Then, Eq. (5) yields
since M is contractible. Because sign det(dgx i ) = ±1, there must be at least one zero contributing to the left-hand side of Eq. (7): we have established the existence of at least one isolated zerox 1 ∈ M. The hypothesis that dfx i is Hurwitz implies that sign det(dgx i ) = +1 for everyx i , as established in the preceding paragraph. This immediately proves the uniqueness ofx 1 = x * . Recalling that the set of zeros of f and g = −f are the same establishes the theorem claim. Since dfx is Hurwitz, the Linearization Theorem [29, Theorem 5.41] establishes the local exponential stability of x * . Note that the analysis also tells us x * ∈ Int(M).
We note that Theorem 3 does not impose that x * ≥ 0 n , or any other restriction on x * . When we apply Theorem 3 in the following sections to system models in the natural sciences, we consider Eq. (6) only in R n ≥0 and thus x * ≥ 0 n .
Remark 2. Theorem 3 establishes local exponential stability of the unique equilibrium x * , and does not exclude the possibility of limit cycles or chaos. However, we have previously explained that if one believes there is a global convergence result, then establishing the uniqueness of x * may then allow one to construct a Lyapunov function to prove global convergence to x * , or exploit some other existing results. Indeed, Section IV-B will combine Theorem 3 with results from monotone dynamical systems [16] , [17] and an extension thereof to establish a global convergence result for when feedback control is introduced into SIS networks.
Remark 3. In [11, Lemma 4.1], it is shown by an application of Brouwer's Fixed-Point Theorem [30] that if the compact and convex set M is positively invariant for the system Eq. (6) and f is Lipschitz in M, then there exists at least one equilibrium x ∈ M. However, unlike Theorem 3, the uniqueness ofx or any stability properties cannot be concluded. Moreover, Theorem 3 relaxes the requirement that M be convex. A great number of contractible manifolds are nonconvex. For example, if there exists a x 0 ∈ M such that for all x ∈ M and t ∈ [0, 1], the point tx 0 + (1 − t)x ∈ M, then M is contractible; such an M is called a star domain.
IV. DETERMINISTIC NETWORK MODELS OF EPIDEMICS
In this section, we apply Theorem 3 to the deterministic SIS network model introduced in Section II-C. We require some additional notation and existing linear algebra results.
Let Z ∈ R n×n denote the set of all square matrices whose off-diagonal entries are nonpositive. A matrix is said to be a Metzler matrix if its off-diagonal entries are all nonnegative [26] . It follows that if A ∈ Z, then −A is Metzler. A matrix A ∈ Z is called an M -matrix if it can be written as A = sI n − B, with s > 0, B ≥ 0 n×n and s ≥ ρ(B) [26] . The following results on Metzler matrices and M -matrices will prove useful for later analysis. 
A. A Unique Endemic Equilibrium for the Network SIS Model
To begin, notice from Theorem 1 that the matrix −D + B uniquely determines the equilibria, and the convergence behaviour of the SIS network system Eq. (3). We are interested in applying Theorem 3 for s(−D+B) > 0 to prove the system Eq. (3) has a unique endemic equilibrium x * ∈ Int(Ξ n ), and subsequently proving a more powerful result on the impossibility of using certain feedback laws for suppressing epidemics, providing a new proof and further generalisation of Theorem 1 Item 2). First, we need to find a contractible manifold M for the system Eq. (3) with the property that at all points on the boundary ∂M,
is pointing inward. We now identify one such M. Since B is nonnegative, −D + B is a Metzler matrix. Let φ s(−D + B), where y > 0 n satisfies (−D + B)y = φy as according to Lemma 1. Without loss of generality, assume max i y i = 1. For a given ∈ (0, 1), define the set
The boundary ∂M , is the union of the faces
Note that M ⊂ Ξ n for all ∈ (0, 1). This manifold, and related manifolds, will be used in our application of Theorem 3 below. To this end, we state the following lemma. 
where e i is the ith canonical unit vector, and 2) for all
Proof. See Appendix B
We now explain the intuition behind Lemma 4, and refer the reader to the helpful diagram in Fig. 1 for an illustrative example, with ∈ [ v , u ]. The inequalities Eq. (11) imply that the vector field f (x) in Eq. (8) points inward at all points on the boundary ∂M . Notice that M is an ndimensional hypercube, so it is contractible, but it is not smooth. Specifically, M is not smooth on the edges and corners formed by the intersection of the faces defined in Eq. (10) . In order to apply Theorem 3, we shall therefore consider the system Eq. (3) on the manifoldM , which is simply M as defined in Eq. (9) for some positive ≤ u , but with each edge and corner rounded so thatM is a smooth manifold with boundary ∂M . If the corners and edges are rounded by arbitrarily small amounts, then by continuity, f (x) in Eq. (8) will also point inward at all points on the boundary ∂M . Nagumo's Theorem [33] implies thatM is a positive invariant set of Eq. (3). We are now in a position to illustrate the application of the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem, viz. Theorem 3, to the SIS network model. LetM v be defined as in the paragraph above with boundary ∂M v , and with v as defined in Lemma 4. Then, in addition to the healthy equilibrium 0 n , Eq. (3) has a unique endemic equilibrium x * , satisfying x * ∈ Int(Ξ n ), and x * is locally exponentially stable.
Remark 4. Theorem 4 turns out to be a particular case of a more general theorem presented in the sequel, which also defines a larger (almost global) region of convergence, in contrast to the "local" region asserted by Theorem 4.
Proof. Lemma 4, Item 2, implies that any non-zero equilibriumx of Eq. (3) must satisfyx ∈ Int(M v ) and
This implies that I n −X is a positive diagonal matrix, and because B ≥ 0 n×n is irreducible, (I n −X)B ≥ 0 n×n is also irreducible. Define for convenience
Clearly, F (x) ∈ Z ∀ x ∈M v , and it follows that −F (x) is a Metzler matrix for any equilibriumx ∈M v . Lemma 1 and Eq. (12) indicate that s(−F (x)) = 0, and we conclude using Lemma 2 that F (x) is a singular irreducible M -matrix. (9)), and notice the lower corner point of ( y 1 , y 2 ) with exaggerated size (in reality, > 0 is small). The solid red line identifies ∂M , with the shaded red area being Int(M ). One can see thatM is simply M but with the corners rounded so thatM is smooth. The (1, 1) corner is magnified to give a clear view. The rounding of corners is exaggerated for clarity; in reality, one only requires an arbitrarily small smoothing of each corner or edge. With reference to Eq. (11), black arrows denote canonical unit vectors e i , i = 1, 2 (with direction), and blue arrows show the vector field f pointing inward at example points on ∂M .
The Jacobian of f (·) in Eq. (8) at x ∈M v is given by
where ∆(x) = n i=1 n j=1 b ij x j e i e i is a diagonal matrix. Because B is irreducible, there exists for all i = 1, . . . , n, a k i such that b iki > 0, which implies that for all x ∈M v there holds n j=1 b ij x j ≥ b iki x ki > 0. In other words, ∆(x) is a positive diagonal matrix for all x ∈M v . It follows immediately from Lemma 3 that F (x) + ∆(x) is a nonsingular M -matrix, and all its eigenvalues have strictly positive real parts. In other words, dfx is Hurwitz for allx ∈M v satisfying Eq. (12) . Application of Theorem 3 establishes that there is in fact a unique equilibrium x * ∈ Int(M v ), and x * is locally exponentially stable.
We now summarise one existing approach to proving the existence and uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium x * when s(−D + B) > 0, which relies heavily on complex algebraic manipulations.
Consider Eq. (3) in the set M v as defined in Eq. (9), and assume G[B] is strongly connected. Lemma 4 establishes that M v is a positive invariant set of Eq. (3). Any nontrivial equilibrium x must satisfy x ∈ M v , x > 0 n and
Rearranging this yields
Define a map G : Ξ n → Ξ n as
with the i th entry of (16) with G(x) and G(y) to prove that in fact, x = y, which establishes a contradiction. The precise calculations are omitted here, but various versions can be found in e.g. [12] - [14] , [18] . In the next subsection, we will modify Eq. (3) by introducing a feedback control term with the goal of driving the controlled, closed-loop system to the healthy equilibrium when s(−D + B) > 0. Obviously, it is of interest to determine whether the controlled system has an endemic equilibrium, and whether it is unique. Using the algebraic method we just described would require the derivation of a new mapG corresponding to the closed-loop system to replace G in Eq. (16) , and repeating the same two steps described above. There is no guarantee that either step can be successfully repeated, and each change of the control algorithm might require the two steps to be completed again. As we will show, use of Theorem 3 enables the drawing of a general conclusion for a large class of control algorithms from a set of simple calculations.
B. Distributed Feedback Control: An Impossibility Result
Given that s(−D + B) > 0 implies the system Eq. (3) will converge to the unique endemic equilibrium x * ∈ Int(Ξ N ) as outlined in Theorem 1, it is obviously of interest in the epidemic spreading context to develop control approaches to drive the SIS networked system Eq. (3) to the healthy equilibrium 0 n . We give a brief overview of some existing approaches, and refer the reader to [27] for a detailed survey.
In the metapopulation modelling context, the diagonal entries d i > 0 of the diagonal matrix D represent the recovery rate of the population i, while b ij > 0 represents the infection rate from population j ∈ N i to population i. A common, centralised approach is to formulate and solve an optimisation problem to minimise (and possible render negative) the value s(−D + B) by setting constant values for parameters d i and/or b ij , perhaps with certain "budget" constraints [34] , [35] . The approach can be made decentralised, but not fully distributed [36] , [37] . A recent method avoids this issue, but requires a synchronised stopping time across the network and/or additional consensus process to compute a piece of centralised information [38] .
In contrast, we suppose that we can dynamically control (and in particular increase) the recovery rate at node i, e.g. by increasing medical resources at node i, using a feedback controller. Specifically, letd i (t) = d i + u i (t), with d i > 0 the base recovery rate 2 if no additional recovery resources are provided, and u i (t) the control input at node i.
Consider the general class of distributed, local state feedback controllers of the form
where h i : [0, 1] → R ≥0 (some more detailed restrictions are imposed in the theorem statement below). We are motivated to consider Eq. (17) for practical reasons. For population i, Eq. (17) only requires the local state information x i , so the controller is distributed. This contrasts with many existing approaches described above which require global (and in some instances complete) information regarding D and B. Also, such controllers are intuitive: the recovery rated i (t) increases (or remains constant) as the infection proportion x i (t) increases in node i. The work [18] considers a controller of the special form
The network dynamics becomė
where H(x(t)) = diag(h 1 (x 1 (t)), . . . , h n (x n (t))) is a nonnegative diagonal matrix. It is straightforward to verify that if x(0) ∈ Ξ n , then x(t) ∈ Ξ n for all t ≥ 0. The following establishes that when s(−D + B) ≤ 0, the controlled network system Eq. (18) converges asymptotically to the unique equilibrium 0 n for all x(0) ∈ Ξ n , retaining the convergence properties of the uncontrolled system Eq. (3) as noted earlier in Theorem 1. Proof. Suppose that x * is a nonzero equilibrium. A simple adjustment to Lemma 4 yields that 0 n < x * < 1 n . If s(−D + B) ≤ 0, then according to Lemma 2, D − B is an irreducible M -matrix. Since I n − X * is a strictly positive diagonal matrix, s((I n − X * )B) < s(B) according to [31, Theorem 2.7] . Combining this with the fact that H(x * ) is nonnegative diagonal, we can use Lemma 3 and the definition of an M -matrix at the start of Section IV to conclude that D + H(x * ) − (I n − X * )B is an irreducible nonsingular Mmatrix. However, the nonsingularity property contradicts the assumption that x * > 0 n satisfies (D + H(x * ) − (I n − X * )B)x * = 0 n according to Eq. (18). Thus, there are no endemic equilibria when s(−D + B) ≤ 0.
From Eq. (18), we obtain thatẋ ≤ẏ = (−D +B)y because I n − X(t) is a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries in [0, 1], and H(x(t)) is nonpositive. If s(−D + B) < 0, then −D + B is Hurwitz, and initialisingẏ = (−D + B)y with y(0) = x(0) yields lim t→∞ x(t) = 0 n . Convergence when s(−D +B) = 0 can be similarly argued.
The following theorem identifies the outcome of using Eq. (17) (18) has two equilibria: x = 0 n , and a unique endemic equilibrium x * ∈ Int(Ξ n ), which is unstable and locally exponentially stable, respectively. 2) For all x(0) ∈ Ξ n \ 0 n , there holds lim t→∞ x(t) = x * exponentially fast.
Remark 5. Theorem 6 establishes two key properties of the SIS model under feedback control. Item 1 indicates there always exists a unique endemic equilibrium x * that is locally exponentially stable; it is impossible for the feedback control to globally stabilise the system to the healthy equilibrium. Item 2 establishes a large region of attraction of the unique endemic equilibrium. In the sequel, we will show that although the controlled system converges to an endemic equilibrium, this equilibrium is closer to the origin than the endemic equilibrium of the uncontrolled system. Thus, feedback control will "improve" the limiting behaviour.
Proof. The proof consists of two parts. In Part 1, we establish the existence and uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium x * ∈ Int(Ξ n ), and the local stability properties of x * and 0 n . In Part 2, we establish the convergence to x * . Part 1: Under the theorem hypothesis, H(x(t)) is a nonnegative diagonal matrix. It can be shown that if s(−D + B) > 0, then both Items 1 and 2 of Lemma 4 continue to hold when replacing Eq. (3) with Eq. (18) . Only simply adjustments to the proof of Lemma 4 are needed, which we omit for brevity. To summarise, there exists a sufficiently small v > 0 such that M v in Eq. (9) and Int(M v ) are both positive invariant sets of Eq. (18), and for every x ∈ ∂M v , the vector field
points inward. Similar to the discussion above Theorem 4, we can obtain from M v a smooth and compact manifoldM v , with the property that f (x) in Eq. (19) also points inward for every x ∈ ∂M v . Thus, bothM v and Int(M v ) are positive invariant sets of Eq. (18). Moreover, there exists a finite κ such that for all x(0) ∈ ∂Ξ n \ 0 n , there holds x(κ) ∈M v . This implies that any nonzero equilibrium of Eq. (18) must be in Int(M v ) ⊂ Int(Ξ n ). Now, suppose thatx ∈ Int(M v ) is an equilibrium of Eq. (18) . Then,x must satisfy 0 n <x < 1 n and
This implies that I n −X is a positive diagonal matrix, and because B ≥ 0 n×n is irreducible, (I n −X)B is also an irreducible nonnegative matrix. Let us define for convenience
, and it follows that −F (x) is a Metzler matrix for any equilibriumx ∈M v . Lemma 1 and Eq. (20) indicate that s(−F (x)) = 0, and as a consequence, we can use Lemma 2 to conclude that F (x) is a singular irreducible M -matrix. Define
and because h i is monotonically nondecreasing in x i , Γ(x) is a nonnegative diagonal matrix for all x ∈M v . The Jacobian of Eq. (18) at a point x ∈M v is given by
where ∆(x) = n i=1 n j=1 b ij x j e i e i is a diagonal matrix. Because B is irreducible, there exists for all i = 1, . . . , n, a k i such that b iki > 0. This implies that for all x ∈M v there holds Part 2: We established above that there exists a finite κ such that x(κ) ∈M v for all x(0) ∈ ∂Ξ n \ 0 n . To complete the proof, we only need to show that lim t→∞ x(t) = x * for all x(0) ∈ Int(M v ). We shall use key results from the theory of monotone dynamical systems, the details of which are presented Appendix A.
First, notice that df x in Eq. (22) is an irreducible matrix that has all nonnegative off-diagonal entries for all x ∈ Int(M v ). Thus, Eq. (18) Since df x * is Hurwitz, let B denote the locally exponentially stable region of attraction of x * . For every x 0 ∈M v , the fact that lim t→∞ x(t) = x * implies that there exists a finite T x0 ≥ 0 such that x(0) = x 0 for Eq. (18) yields x(t) ∈ B for all t ≥ T x0 . Now,M v is compact, which implies that there exists aT ≥ max x0∈M v T x0 such that for all x(0) ∈M v , there holds x(t) ∈ B for all t ≥T . In other words, there exists a timeT independent of x(0), such that any trajectory of Eq. (18) beginning inM v enters the region of attraction B of the locally exponentially stable equilibrium x * . Because T is independent of the initial conditions, there exist positive constants α 1 and α 2 such that
for all x(0) ∈M v and t ≥ 0. I.e., lim t→∞ x(t) = x * exponentially fast for all x(0) ∈M v .
We have been able to establish Theorem 6 using a unified analysis approach: we prove uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium via a classical result from differential topology, and convergence for initial conditions in Ξ n \0 n using an extension of a result from monotone dynamical systems. We stress again that the key challenges are proving uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium and establishing a convergence result that rules out limit cycles; ruling out chaos is easier. Using existing approaches as outlined at the end of Section IV-A might require an exhaustive repetition of algebraic calculations (with no guarantee of actually succeeding in obtaining the desired result) to cover the broad class of controllers considered in Theorem 6. As one can appreciate, the proof of uniqueness in Theorem 6 is much less involved, both in the length of the argument and in the number of calculations required.
Remark 6. In this subsection, we considered a specific modification of the standard SIS model Eq. (2), viz. considering the recovery rate d i (x i (t)) as feedback control term. Other adjustments to the dynamics in Eq. (2) might also be of interest, such as introducing additional (or different) modelling nonlinearities to better reflect real world scenarios.
For example, the node dynamics Eq. (2) best captures metapopulation networks in which b ij > 0 meants that individuals in populations i and j come into physical contact. If the distance between populations is large (e.g. cities across the world [39] ), then infection is likely to occur because infected individuals of population i travel to population j. A different model arises, sometimes termed SIS in a "patchy environment" [40] , [41] .
For another example, an invasion threshold function might be introduced for the infection rate
, with ε > 0 being a local invasion threshold and η 0 [39] . This may more accurately capture some certain diseases in which an outbreak in population node i occurs only after an ε proportion of population i contracts the disease.
The analysis method outlined in this Section IV will probably provide a basis to explore these different adjustments to the dynamical model.
C. An Illustrative Simulation Example and Discussions
The introduction of the control input h i (x i (t)) into the SIS dynamics changes the vector field from
as in Eq. (3) tō
as in Eq. (18) . However, the changes to f through h i (x i ) are such that the uniqueness of the endemic equilibrium is preserved, but as we demonstrate below, the equilibrium value itself may change. Also preserved is the property that x(0) ∈ Ξ n \ 0 n implies lim t→∞ x(t) = x * , where x * is the unique endemic equilibrium.
We now provide a simple simulation of an SIS system Eq. (18) with n = 2 nodes. The aim is to illustrate how the vector field changes with the introduction of feedback control, to provide an intuitive explanation for Theorem 6, and to discuss the implications of the impossibility result. We therefore choose the parameters and controllers arbitrarily; the salient conclusions are unchanged for many other choices of parameters and controllers. We set We then introduce the feedback controllers h 1 (x 1 ) = 0.5x 1 0.5 and h 2 (x 2 ) = 0.9x 2 into Eq. (18) . The resulting vector field Eq. (24) for Eq. (18) is shown Fig. 3 , and we see there is a unique endemic equilibriumx * = [0.15, 0.1142] that is convergent for all x(0) ∈ Ξ n \0 n . This is consistent with Theorem 6. Comparing Fig. 2 and 3 , we see that introduction of controllers h 1 (x 1 ) = 0.5x 1 0.5 and h 2 (x 2 ) = 0.9x 2 has changed the vector field from Eq. (23) to Eq. (24) . In fact, one has shifted the unique endemic equilibrium from x * tō x * , and below, we prove thatx * is always closer to the origin (the healthy equilibrium).
The state feedback controllers of the form Eq. (17), with h i : [0, 1] → R ≥0 , and having the properties detailed in Theorem 6, comprises a large class of controllers. Theorem 6 provides us a broad conclusion on such a class of distributed feedback controllers. Specifically, if the underlying uncontrolled system (the underlying unmodified vector field f ) has a unique endemic equilibrium that is convergent for all x(0) ∈ Ξ n \ 0 n , i.e. s(−D + B) > 0, then no matter which controllers h i (x i ) we introduce (with h i satisfying the theorem assumptions), viz. no matter how we modify the vector field f in Eq. (23) to becomef in Eq. (24), there will always be a unique endemic equilibrium that is convergent for all x(0) ∈ Ξ n \ 0 n . However, feedback control may still be desirable, as indicated by the following result.
Lemma 5. Consider the system Eq. (18), with G = (V, E, B) strongly connected. Suppose that s(−D+B) > 0. Suppose further that for all i ∈ V, h i : [0, 1] → R ≥0 is bounded, smooth and monotonically nondecreasing, satisfying h i (0) = 0 and ∃j : Proof. The proof is in Appendix C It is worth noting that the presence of a single node j with positive control, i.e. x j > 0 ⇒ h j (x j ) > 0, leads to an improvement for every node i. That is,x * i < x * i . The endemic equilibriumx * of the controlled system is therefore always closer to the healthy equilibrium than the endemic equilibrium x * of the uncontrolled system (as illustrated in the simulation example above). One would not expect such a result if G was not strongly connected.
From Theorem 5, the healthy equilibrium is globally asymptotically stable for the controlled network if and only if the underlying uncontrolled network itself has the property that the unique equilibrium x = 0 n is globally asymptotically stable, i.e. s(−D + B) ≤ 0. If s(−D + B) > 0, one may wish to consider other distributed control methods, including controlling the infection rates as functions of x, e.g. b ij (x j (t), x i (t)). If only local information x i (t) for population i is available, one might require nonsmooth or time-varying or adaptive controllers; in this case the Poincaré-Hopf theorem, and consequently Theorem 3, is not applicable (at least not without significant modifications). However, the feedback control we have considered will always "improve" the endemic equilibrium in the sense that every node i will benefit by moving closer to the healthy state.
V. LOTKA-VOLTERRA SYSTEMS
We now illustrate the application of Theorem 3 on a different biological model, viz. the generalised nonlinear LotkaVolterra model, to identify conditions for the existence of a unique non-trivial equilibrium, and establish its local stability property. We require some additional linear algebra results. For a matrix A ∈ R n×n , whose diagonal entries satisfy a ii > 0, ∀ i = 1, . . . , n, consider the following four conditions: C1 There exists a positive diagonal D such that AD is strictly diagonally dominant, i.e. there holds
C2 There exists a diagonal positive C for which AC + CA is positive definite. C3 All the leading principal minors of A are positive. Fig. 2 ), all trajectories of the controlled SIS network converge tox * except x(0) = 0 2 . C4 A is a nonsingular M -matrix (see Lemma 2 and the above text). Two simple lemmas flow from this.
Lemma 6 ([26, Chapter 6]). Consider a matrix
Lemma 7. Let A ∈ R n×n be a matrix such that C1 holds, with diagonal entries satisfying a ii > 0, ∀ i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose B ∈ R n×n is a matrix related to A by
Then B satisfies C1 with the same matrix D as used in the defining strict diagonal dominance inequalities for A.
The proof is straightforward, and follows by observing that each of the inequalities in Eq. (25) holds with a ii and a ij replaced by b ii and b ij respectively, in view of the inequalities in the lemma statement.
A. Generalised Nonlinear Lotka-Volterra Models
The basic Lotka-Volterra models consider a population of n biological species, with the variable x i associated to species i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Typically, x i ≥ 0 denotes the population size of species i and has dynamicṡ
With x = [x 1 , . . . , x n ] , the matrix form is given bẏ
where D = diag(d 1 , . . . , d n ) and X = diag(x 1 , . . . , x n ). For the matrix A, there are no a priori restrictions on the signs of the a ij , though generally diagonal terms are taken as negative.
It is understood that almost exclusively, interest is restricted to systems in Eq. (27) with D and A such that x(0) ∈ R n ≥0 implies x(t) ∈ R n ≥0 for all t ≥ 0. That is, the positive orthant R n ≥0 is a positive invariant set of Eq. (27) . The literature on Lotka-Volterra systems is vast. We note a small number of key aspects. For an introduction, one can consult [20] . Many behaviours can be exhibited; indeed, [42] establishes that an n-dimensional Lotka-Volterra system can be constructed with the property that trajectories converge to an (n − 1)-dimensional linear subspace in which the motion can follow that of any (n − 1)-dimensional system. Since a second-order system can always exhibit limit cycles and a third-order system can exhibit limit cycles, strange attractors or chaos, these behaviours can be found in third or fourth (or higher) order Lotka-Volterra systems. The original preypredator system associated with the names Lotka and Volterra is second order, and can display nonattracting limit cycles, as well as having a saddle point equilibrium and a nonhyperbolic equilibrium, see [43] .
The original prey-predator system is characterized by a 12 and a 21 having different signs. Many higher-dimensional Lotka-Volterra systems have mixed signs for the coefficients a ij in fact, due to the applications relevance. Nevertheless those for which all a ij are positive (cooperative systems) and all are negative (competitive systems) have enjoyed significant attention.
A generalization of the Lotka-Volterra system in Eq. (26) is proposed in [19] aṡ
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The F i are assumed to be at least two times continuously differentiable, and Eq. (26) is obtained with the identification
One can write the vector form of Eq. (28) aṡ
where F = diag(F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)) ∈ R n×n , and we assume Eq. (29) is such that x(0) ∈ R n ≥0 implies x(t) ∈ R n ≥0 for all t ≥ 0. It is obvious that Eq. (29) has the trivial equilibrium x = 0 n . We comment now on other equilibria in the positive orthant. A non-trivial equilibriumx ∈ R n >0 is termed feasible. An equilibriumx ∈ R n ≥0 is termed partially feasible if there exist i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such thatx i > 0 andx j = 0. We are interested in establishing a condition for the existence and uniqueness of a feasible equilibrium for Eq. (29) .
If each F i in Eq. (28) has the property that it is positive everywhere on the boundary of the positive orthant where x i = 0, there can be no stable equilibria on the boundary, and just inside such a boundary, motions will have a component along the inwardly directed normal to the boundary. If the F i have the further property that whenever x ∈ R n ≥0 is such that x > R for some constant R, there holds n i=1 F i (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n )x 2 i < 0 (this is equivalent to requiring that x 2 will be decreasing at such a point), then the motions of Eq. (29) will be pointed inwards into x < R when x = R. By using Nagumo's theorem [33] it follows that the interior of the set R n >0 ∩ {x : x ≤ R} is an invariant of the motion. We now use Theorem 3 to derive a sufficient condition for Eq. (29) to have a unique feasible equilibrium.
Theorem 7. Consider the system Eq. (29) with F i ∈ C ∞ for all i = 1, . . . , n. Suppose that there exist constants R, > 0 such that W {x : x ≤ R, x i ≥ ∀ i = 1, . . . , n} is a positive invariant set and F (x) points inward at every x ∈ ∂W. Then, there exists a feasible equilibrium in Int(W). Suppose further that for any equilibrium pointx ∈ W:
for some constant matrix A for which −A satisfies C3. Then, there is a unique feasible equilibrium x * ∈ Int(W), and x * is locally exponentially stable.
Proof. Now because of the C ∞ assumption on the F i , an argument set out in [11, Lemma 4 .1] and appealing to Brouwer's Fixed Point Theorem establishes that there is at least one equilibrium point in the convex and compact set W. Notice that all equilibriax ∈ W are feasible, satisfyingx > 0 n . It follows from Eq. (29) that F i (x 1 ,x 2 , . . . ,x n ) = 0 ∀i = 1, . . . , n.
Let J F (x) denote the Jacobian of the vector-valued functioñ F = [F 1 (x), . . . , F n (x)] evaluated at x. The Jacobian of the system Eq. (29), denoted df x to be consistent with the notation in Section III, is computed to be
which at an equilibriumx ∈ W is simply
First observe that the inequalities in Eq. (30) imply that a ij ≥ 0 for i = j and this means that −A has all off-diagonal entries nonpositive. Lemma 6 establishes that −A satisfying C3 (as per the theorem hypothesis) is equivalent to −A being a nonsingular M -matrix, and this is in turn equivalent to the existence of a positive diagonal D for which −AD is strictly diagonally dominant. Using Lemma 7 and Eq. (30), it is then evident that −J F (x)D is also strictly diagonally dominant, and it follows immediately that −XJ F (x)D is also strictly diagonally dominant. That is, −XJ F (x)D satisfies C1. Lemma 6 implies that there exists a diagonal positive C for which
is positive definite (Condition C2). Since DC = CD is a positive definite matrix, this implies dfx =XJ F (x) has all eigenvalues in the left half plane. The inequality Eq. (30) is assumed to hold for all equilibriax ∈ W, which implies that dfx is Hurwitz for all equilibriax ∈ W. Theorem 3 then establishes that there is in fact a unique feasible equilibrium x * ∈ Int(W), and x * is locally exponentially stable.
If in fact Eq. (30) holds for all x ∈ W, then one has global convergence: lim t→∞ x(t) = x * for all x(0) ∈ W exponentially fast. To establish this, first recall that F i (x * ) = 0 for each i, with x * being the unique equilibrium point. Observe that for each i one haṡ
withx j taking some value existing by the mean value theorem between x j and x * j . Now set y i = |x i − x * i | for each i. It is not hard to verify using Eq. (30) and Eq. (32) thaṫ
where > 0 is defined in Theorem 7. A comparison style argument using this differential inequality in conjunction with the exponentially stable equation seṫ
yields that y i (t) ≤ z i (t) for all t, and therefore y i (t) = |x i (t)− x * i | converges to zero, as required. Remark 7. It was first established in [19] that if Eq. (30) holds for all x ∈ W, then lim t→∞ x(t) = x * for all x(0) ∈ R n >0 ∩ W, where x * is a feasible equilibrium. The uniqueness of x * was never explicitly proved in [19] , but rather implicitly by constructing a complex Lyapunovlike function which simultaneously yielded uniqueness and convergence. Theorem 7 relaxes the result of [19] in the sense that the inequalities in Eq. (30) are only required to hold when F i (x) = 0 for all i and x ∈ W, and we explicitly prove the uniqueness property. Moreover, Eq. (29) may have a unique feasible equilibrium while still exhibiting chaotic behaviour, limit cycles and other dynamical behaviour associated with general Lotka-Volterra systems. We then, separately, recover the global convergence result of [19] by a simple argument without requiring Lyapunov-like functions.
VI. A DISCRETE-TIME COUNTERPART
It is natural to ask whether a discrete-time counterpart to Theorem 3 exists for the nonlinear system
We remark that a pointx satisfying G(x) =x is said to be a fixed point of the nonlinear mapping G, andx is an equilibrium of Eq. (35). It is not surprising that for many processes in the natural sciences, both continuous-and discrete-time models exist. For example, [44] considers a discrete-time SIS model, but only for a single population as opposed to a network. A discrete-time Lotka-Volterra model has also been studied [45] . It is beyond the scope of this paper to argue as to whether continuous-or discrete-time models are more appropriate for a given process, as this depends on many factors of the process of interest; we only state a useful theoretical result for the analysis of Eq. (35) , first presented in [21, Theorem 3] , and show an example application on the DeGroot-Friedkin model of a social network [23] , [24] .
Theorem 8. Consider a smooth map G : X → X where X is a compact and contractible manifold of finite dimension. Suppose that for all fixed pointsx ∈ X of G, the eigenvalues 4 of dGx have magnitude less than 1. Then, G has a unique fixed point x * ∈ X, and in a local neighbourhood about x * , Eq. (35) converges to x * exponentially fast.
Rather than present the proof of the theorem, which can be found in [21] and requires some additional knowledge and results on the Lefschetz-Hopf Theorem [22] , [46] , we instead provide some comments on Theorems 3 and 8. First, we note that the existence of a homotopy between G and the identity map is central to the proof of Theorem 8, as detailed in [21, Theorem 3] . Consequently, [21] required X to be a compact, oriented and convex manifold or a convex triangulable space of finite dimension so that a specific homotopy between G and the identity map could be constructed. However, [28] identifies that for any compact and contractible X, there exists a homotopy between any map G : X → X and the identity map. Thus, we can relax the hypothesis in Theorem 8 to allow for X to be compact and contractible.
Mutatis mutandis, Theorems 3 and 8 are therefore equivalent. The requirement in Theorem 3 that dfx is Hurwitz for all zeroesx of f (·) in Eq. (1) is equivalent to the requirement in Theorem 8 that for all fixed pointsx of G in Eq. (35) , dGx has eigenvalues all with magnitude 5 less than 1.
Application to the DeGroot-Friedkin Model
In [21] , Theorem 8 is applied to the DeGroot-Friedkin model [23] , which describes the evolution of individual selfconfidence, x i (k), as a social network of n ≥ 3 individuals discusses a sequence of issues, k = 0, 1, 2, . . .. We provide a summary of the application here. The map G in question is given by
where γ i ∈ (0, 0.5), and n i=1 γ i = 1. The compact, convex and oriented manifold of interest is
where δ > 0 is arbitrarily small. One can regard ∆ n as a compact subset in the interior of the n-dimensional unit simplex, and it can be shown that G : ∆ n → ∆ n for sufficiently small δ [23] , [24] . Now, the G in Eq. (36) is given with coordinates in R n , whereas∆ n is a manifold of dimension n − 1. Thus, an appropriate R n−1 coordinate basis is proposed in [21] , with an associated mapG on the manifold ∆ n . Then, [21] establishes that the eigenvalues of dGx at every fixed pointx ∈ ∆ n are all of magnitude less than 1. This is done by showing that the eigenvalues of dGx are a subset of the eigenvalues of a Laplacian matrix L associated with a strongly connected graph. It is well known that such a Laplacian has a single zero eigenvalue and all other eigenvalues have positive real part [47] . In fact, [21] shows the particular L has all real eigenvalues, and its trace is 1. Since n ≥ 3, it immediately follows that all eigenvalues of L, and by implication all eigenvalues of dGx are less than 1 in magnitude.
One can then apply Theorem 8 to establish thatG has a unique fixed point x * in ∆ n (and consequently the G in Eq. (36)), and x * is locally exponentially stable for the system Eq. (35) . We refer the reader to [21, Theorem 4] for the details. We conclude by remarking that the first proof of the uniqueness of x * in ∆ n for G in Eq. (36) required extensive and complex algebraic manipulations, see [23, Appendix F] . In comparison, the calculations required to establish the uniqueness of x * in ∆ n for G in Eq. (36) using Theorem 8 are greatly simplified, and may continue to hold for generalisations of Eq. (36) as studied in [48] .
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have used the Poincaré-Hopf Theorem to prove that a nonlinear dynamical system has a unique equilibrium (that is actually locally exponentially stable) if inside a compact and contractible manifold, its Jacobian at every possible equilibrium is Hurwitz. We illustrated the method by applying it to analyse the established deterministic SIS networked model, and then further considered feedback control on the SIS networked model for a large class of distributed controllers. We proved a general impossibility result: if the uncontrolled system has a unique endemic equilibrium, then the controlled system also has a unique endemic equilibrium, which is locally exponentially stable. I.e., the controllers can never globally drive the networked system to the healthy equilibrium. A stronger, almost global convergence result was obtained by extending a result from monotone dynamical systems theory, with the extension relying on the fact that the endemic equilibrium was unique. A generalised nonlinear Lotka-Volterra model was also analysed. Last, a counterpart sufficient condition was presented for a nonlinear discrete-time system to have a unique equilibrium in a compact and contractible manifold.
We remark that in each application considered in this paper, checking the Jacobian to apply Theorem 3 was rendered easier because Eq. (1) was of the formẋ = (A+B(x))x, with A and B(x) being matrices (and B(x) being state-dependent). Many systems in the natural sciences appear to take such a form, e.g. a model of distributed self-appraisals in social networks [49] , and other epidemic models including those discussed in Remark 6. Consequently, there are potentially a range of future works for further application and expansion of the analysis framework presented in this paper.
APPENDIX A MONOTONE SYSTEMS
We provide a simple introduction to monotone systems, sufficient for the purposes of this paper. A general convergence result is then developed, to be used in Section IV-B. For details, the reader is referred to [16] , [17] . We also impose slightly more restrictive conditions than in [16] , [17] for the purposes of maintaining the clarity and simplicity of this section.
To begin, let m = [m 1 , . . . , m n ] ∈ R n , with m i ∈ {0, 1} for i = 1, . . . , n. Then, an orthant of R n can be defined as K m = {x ∈ R n : (−1) mi x i ≥ 0, ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , n}}.
For a given orthant K m ∈ R n , we write x ≤ Km y and x < Km y if y − x ∈ K m and y − x ∈ Int(K m ), respectively.
We consider the system Eq. (1) on a convex, open set U ⊆ R n , and assume that f is sufficiently smooth such that df x exists for all x ∈ U , and the solution x(t) is unique for every initial condition in U . We use φ t (x 0 ) to denote the solution x(t) of Eq. (1) with x(0) = x 0 . If whenever x 0 , y 0 ∈ U , satisfying x 0 ≤ Km y 0 , implies φ t (x 0 ) ≤ Km φ t (y 0 ) for all t ≥ 0 for which both φ t (x 0 ) and φ t (y 0 ) are defined, then the system Eq. (1) is said to be a type K m monotone system and the solution operator φ t (x 0 ) of Eq. (1) is said to preserve the partial ordering ≤ Km for t ≥ 0. The following is a necessary and sufficient condition for Eq. (1) to be type K m monotone, and focuses on the Jacobian df x of f (·) in Eq. (1). Many results exist establishing convergence of type K m monotone systems, with various additional assumptions imposed. Here, we state one which has some stricter assumptions, and then extend it for use in our analysis in Section IV-B. Let E denote the set of equilibria of Eq. (1), and for an equilibrium e ∈ E, the basin of attraction of e is denoted by B(e). We say Eq. (1) is an irreducible type K m monotone system if df x is irreducible for all x ∈ U . 
is open and dense in M.
A set S ⊂ A is dense in A if every point x ∈ A is either in S or in the closure of S. Thus, Lemma 9 states that for an irreducible type K m monotone system Eq. (1), the system converges to an equilibrium e ∈ E ∩ M for almost all initial conditions in M. There are at most a finite number of nonattractive limit cycles. We will now strengthen that result for use in Section IV. Proposition 1. Let M be an open, bounded, convex, and positively invariant set for an irreducible type K m monotone system Eq. (1). Suppose there is a unique equilibrium e * ∈ M and no equilibrium in M\M. Then, convergence to e * occurs for every initial condition in M.
Proof. First, we remark that an irreducible type K m monotone system Eq. (1) enjoys a stronger monotonicity property; for any x 1 , x 2 ∈ M, one has that x 1 < Km x 2 ⇒ φ t (x 1 ) < Km φ t (x 2 ) for all t > 0 [17] .
In light of Lemma 9, the proposition is proved if we establish that there does not exist a limit cycle. We argue by contradiction. Let a be a point on such a limit cycle of Eq. (1). Pick two points a ∈ M andā ∈ M satisfying a < Km a < Kmā , and observe that there exist two sufficiently small balls B 1 and B 2 surrounding a and a, respectively, which neither intersect the boundary of M nor contain a, and every point x ∈ B 1 and y ∈ B 2 obey x < Km a < Km y. Since almost every point in B 1 is not in a nonattractive limit cycle, there exists an x 1 ∈ B 1 such that lim t→∞ φ t (x 1 ) = e * . Similarly, there exists a y 2 ∈ B 2 such that lim t→∞ φ t (y 2 ) = e * . Because x 1 < Km a < Km y 2 , it follows that φ t (x 1 ) < Km φ t (a) < Km φ t (y 2 ). Recalling that lim t→∞ φ t (x 1 ) = e * and lim t→∞ φ t (y 2 ) = e * yields lim t→∞ φ t (a) = e * . However, this contradicts the assumption that a is a point on a nonattractive limit cycle.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF LEMMA 4 Item 1: Fix i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and consider a point x ∈ P i , expressed as x = y + z where z = n j =i (x j − y j )e j ≥ 0 n . Note that e i Az = 0 for any diagonal matrix A, and e i Bz ≥ 0 for any nonnegative matrix B.
We drop the argument t from x(t) when there is no risk of confusion, and define Y = diag(y 1 , . . . , y n ) and Z = diag(z 1 , . . . , z n ). At a point x ∈ P i , Eq. with the last equality obtained using the identity (−D+B)y = φy. Using the fact that e i Z = 0 n , it follows that −e iẋ = −φ e i y − e i Bz + e i ( 2 Y By + Y Bz)
= − e i (φI n − Y B)y − e i (I n − Y )Bz. (39) Observe that there exists a sufficiently small¯ such that (I n −¯ Y ) is nonnegative, which implies that (I n −¯ Y )B is also nonnegative. Thus, e i (I n −¯ Y )Bz ≥ 0. Next, notice that e i (φI n − Y B)y = y i (φ − j b ij y j ). Since y j ≤ 1 for all j, there exists a sufficiently small˜ > 0 such that e i (φI n −˜ Y B)y > 0. By selecting i = min{¯ ,˜ }, we establish from Eq. (39) that −e iẋ < 0 for all x ∈ P i . Repeating the analysis for i = 1, . . . n and selecting u = min i i ensures that Eq. (11a) holds for all i = 1, . . . n, for all ≤ u .
Next, fix i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and consider a point x ∈ Q i , expressed as x = e i + z, where z = Using arguments similar to those laid out in the proof of Theorem 4 (see Eq. 12 and below) it can be shown that K α is an irreducible, nonsingular M -matrix. [26, Theorem 2.7] yields that K −1 α > 0 n×n . Next, one can verify that Hx α ≥ 0 n×n has at least one positive entry sinceH has at least one positive entry andx α > 0 n . This means that dx α dα = −K −1 αHxα < 0 n .
Integration yieldsx 0 = x * >x * =x 1 , as claimed.
